Noise Meters

Memtech Acoustical is an authorized Casella dealer.

**CEL-620 WIDE RANGE INTEGRATING SOUND LEVEL ANALYZER**

Many industrial measurements of complex noises require a complete knowledge of the variable noise level climate over a period of time. The CEL-620 meter is designed to satisfy this need and to enhance it by providing the capture and display of the highest maximum level and the lowest minimum level together with the integrated time average level.

A super wide 120 dB dynamic range means that the user does not need to worry about changing scales as it will always be on the right scale and the provision of all the popular frequency and time weightings allow many different measurements to be taken by new and experienced users alike.

The full-color, high-precision, graphic LCD enhances the user experience with this new meter.

For additional models and specifications, please give us a call 877.606.3940